Application solutions from Covestro
Makrolon® 15 sheet foils vandals’ attacks on police facility
windows again, and again, and again, and again...

Application

Impact resistant windows for metropolitan neighborhood
policing center

Challenges

A frequent target for vandalism, the glass windows in
the Grandview-Woodland Community Policing Centre
in Vancouver BC experienced an exceptionally high
rate of breakage. Security risks required that the glass
be replaced quickly, often at a premium. After several
breakage incidents, officials sought a more lasting
solution. They ruled out exterior metal security screens
in favor of glazing that would maintain a more positive
“store-front” appearance for the neighborhood facility.
To provide good visibility and aesthetics after an attack,
the windows also had to resist spalling that security glass
can exhibit on impact.

Solution
Makrolon® 15 polycarbonate sheet

• Videotape of attacks demonstrated Makrolon 15 sheet’s
performance on multiple levels:
– It has withstood numerous rock and bottle throwing
		 incidents due to its exceptional impact resistance over
		 glass and acrylic
– Unlike security glass, Makrolon 15 does not spall or
		 crack on severe impact

– Its hard-coated mar resistant surface also makes it 		
		 easy to remove graffiti
– Its surface properties also prevented adhesion of paint
		 thrown by an attacker
– After the paint throwing incident, cleanup was done
		 quickly with a high-pressure washer system that can
		 crack glass

• Its optical quality satisfies appearance requirements for
the “store-front” windows

• An unprecedented 15-year warranty backs Makrolon 15
sheet’s performance on abrasion, breakage, and
weather resistance
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The manner in which you use and the purpose to which you put and utilize our products, technical assistance and
information (whether verbal, written or by way of production evaluations), including any suggested formulations and
recommendations, are beyond our control. Therefore, it is imperative that you test our products, technical assistance,
information and recommendations to determine to your own satisfaction whether our products, technical assistance
and information are suitable for your intended uses and applications. This application-specific analysis must at least
include testing to determine suitability from a technical as well as health, safety, and environmental standpoint. Such
testing has not necessarily been done by Covestro.
Unless we otherwise agree in writing, all products are sold strictly pursuant to the terms of our standard conditions of
sale which are available upon request. All information and technical assistance is given without warranty or guarantee
and is subject to change without notice. It is expressly understood and agreed that you assume and hereby expressly
release us from all liability, in tort, contract or otherwise, incurred in connection with the use of our products, technical
assistance, and information. Any statement or recommendation not contained herein is unauthorized and shall not
bind us. Nothing herein shall be construed as a recommendation to use any product in conflict with any claim of any
patent relative to any material or its use. No license is implied or in fact granted under the claims of any patent.

With respect to health, safety and environment precautions, the relevant Safety Data Sheets (SDS) and product labels
must be observed prior to working with our products.

